
Year 3!

Thursday 21st January 2021



Good Morning Year 3!
Thanks again so much for all of the great 
work and pictures you are sending in. We 

continue to be so impressed everyday! 

Miss Jones and Mrs Southerby will be in 
school today with the Key Worker Children 
and Mrs Cleghorn and I will be putting up 
work and replying to your emails today!



Morning Challenge
Think of 5 possibilities for each number sentence.

? ?

? ?

+         = 50

- = 50



Answers could include: 

25+25=50

49+1=50

10+40=50

15+35=50

8+42=50

100-50=50

1000-950=50

65-15=50

51-1=50

150-100=50



Morning 
Challenge!

If you get stuck 

you could use a 

thesaurus or 

you could 

google 

‘synonyms for 

enormous’



SPaG



Spelling Practice
-sion ending



On Next Slide
I have created a wordsearch 
with this week’s spellings on 
(all three spelling groups)
Can you see if you can find 

them all? 







Spelling Practice - See if you can remember your spellings

Write in the missing letters!





Literacy





LO: I can write a letter

LO: I can create an information 
poster





You will need to use your mind 
map from yesterday ‘ What would 
dinosaurs want us to change about 

the earth today?’



Today you will be writing a letter. 
You will be one of the dinosaurs 

writing to ‘The Humans.’



You will be writing to warn 
them about the negative ways 

that they are impacting the 
planet/environment.



I’ve put some starter sentences on 
the next slide. Use the ideas from 
your mind map that you created 

yesterday to help you with writing 
your letter!



Dear Humans,
I am writing this letter to tell you that before you got here the 
earth used to be ……
The earth is now…………………
The things that we don’t like are …………..
You could improve these by ……………..
We want you to keep the earth clean because….

From
The Dinosaurs



When you have finished you can 
create your own environmental 

poster! 



Here is an example 
of one about 
recycling!

You can make yours 
on anything to do 
with the 
environment.

Yours could be 
about...

Recycling
Rubbish in Rivers
Sea pollution
Cars pollution
Trees being cut
Animal extinction



https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/
topics/zp22pv4/articles/z2md82

p

This is the environmental video from yesterday’s 
slides to help you with ideas



Environmental Poster!



Clean and Green game!
Have a go at this recycling game

https://1c7951e0f713f82c10d3-
9c5e6fbd2c9d828eb37b6bf0399bddd6.ssl.cf1.rackcdn.com/clean-

green/index.html



Maths



Starter

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e7rYbk9PNuM

Watch this video. Sing along to practice your 6 times tables!



Now, give 
yourself 2 

minutes and see 
how quickly you 
can highlight or 
write down all 
the numbers in 
the 6 x table!!





120

Answer!



Fractions



LO: I can understand 
denominator & numerator 
and compare fractions



Reminder!



This is a fraction wall you will be using this to 
help you to compare fractions today!



Today we are comparing 

fractions (Seeing which 

fraction is bigger or smaller)



Is ½ bigger than ⅓?



Yes ½ is bigger than ⅓ 



Is ⅛ bigger than ⅕?



No, ⅛ is smaller than ⅕



Watch out for the 

numerator on this 

one Is 2/6 bigger than ¼?



Yes, 2/6 is bigger than ¼ 



You 

need to 

put 

these 

fractions 

in order 

from 

smallest 

to 

largest, 

use the 

fraction 

wall to 

help 

you!

Have a go at comparing these fractions!



Answers!


